








It might be nonsense to juxtapose Percy Bysshe Shelley ( 1792-
1822) and Samuel Parr (1747-1825) .1 Parr was a strict pedagogue teaching 
at several schools; it was coercire pedagogy that Shelley could not stand at 
Eton. Although Parr achieved nationwide eminence as a Whig 
controversialist over politics, philosophy, and religion during the lifetime of 
Shelley, and although Shelley never failed to keep an eye on his 
contemporary issues, he did not enter the name of Samuel Parr in any of his 
writings including a large number of his letters. He named Old Parr as an 
instance of longevity in his Vindication of Natural Diet (1813), but never 
Samuel Parr anywhere. They never met each other, though Shelley's oldest 
friend Thomas Jefferson Hogg (1792-1862) in his Life of Shelley introduced 
an interesting anecdote that Parr' s portrait painter had managed to bring 
them both into communication in vain. 2 
Yet there seem to be not a few circumstantial clues which 
confirm the linkage between Shelley and Parr. First, they shared 
Whiggism. As "a clerical pillar of the Opposition," Parr had an ". . . ardent 
love, of civil and religious freedom " 3 being called "the Whig Dr. Johnson." 
Shelley, especially the young Shelley, also acted, spoke, and wrote on the 
firm Whig principles. They were earnestly sympathetic with 
latitudinarianism, Catholic Emancipation, and the politics of Charles James 
Fox (1749- 1806). 4 Secondly, they had a common relationship with WilLiam 
Godwin (1756-1836). To Parr, Godwin was a fiiend at first 5 and afterwards 
became his opponent over the debate of universal benevolence. To Shelley, 
Godwrn was at first his "fnend and advrser" 6 on the philosophy of the 
general good and afterwards became his father-in-law. It was Parr's 
Spital Sermon 7 published in 1801 that lied at the centre of the triangle 
which those three people formed. In his Spital Sermon, Parr aimed to 
refute the doctrine of the general good or universal philanthropy advocated 
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by Godwin in Enquiry Concerr~ing Political Justice ( 1793), though he did not 
name him openly. 8 And Shelley made the best use of the Spital Sermon as 
a secret enchiridion of philosophy and religion. The purpose of this paper 
is: first, to infer when and how Shelley had an opportunity to get informed of 
the Spital Sermon; secondly, to adduce evidence in support of Shelley's debt 
to it when he wrote early letters, an lrish pamphlet entitled Proposals for an 
Association of Philanthropists (1812), and other prose works; finally, to 
suggest that the Spital Sermon aroused in his mind further eagemess for 
self-sustained study of great writers that endured, beyond his juvenile 
period, during the rest of his life. 
On Easter Tuesday, 15 April 1800. Parr preached a spital 
sernron at Christ Church. It won a great admiration from the Lord Mayor, 
who confessed that during the preaching he had heard the only four things 
that he disliked: that is, the quarters struck by the church clock. The next 
year the Sermon was published with the addition of a huge volume of 
endnotes; the body of the Sermon itself occupies only twenty-four pages, 
while the notes amount to as many as 138 pages. In his notes, to justify his 
argument or to refute Godwin' s doctrine, Parr lavishly quoted numerous 
passages directly from a number of distinguished writers, ranging from 
ancient Greeks such as Plato, Aristotle, Lucretius , and Plutarch to his 
contemporaries such as Gibbon, Rousseau, Hume, Adam Smith, Godwin, 
Condorcet, Helv6tius, and many other men of learning. This book, which 
looked as if it were a mini-encyclopedia of the intellectual tradition of 
Europe, brought him wide popularity and definitely added to his eminence 
as a classical pedagogue of erudition. 9 
When and how did Shelley begin to hear of the name of Parr 
and his Spital Sermon? Shelley was too young, only eight or nine years of 
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age at its publication in 1801. My inference is that he may first have heard 
of him or of his Spital Sermon by the end of 1809, when the election of the 
chancellorship of Oxford University was held in December. It divided the 
whole nation into two sides, the Whigs and the Tories, chiefly over the 
question of C atholic Emancipation and urged Shelley to stand firnily by the 
side of the Wbig Party. His father Tirnothy was a Whig MP of Sussex and 
his parliamentary patron was Charles Howard, the Duke of Norfolk ( 1746-
1815), a Catholic Whig leader, who interestingly, had continued to give Parr 
a pension of L 300 from 1795 onwards. In most upper-class families 
especially, in those families where their fathers were MPs political 
issues were heatedly discussed in those days of partisan vociferations lo 
Shelley was brought up in this atmosphere as an eldest son of the MP and 
his political abilities were highly regarded in the meetings with the Dnke, 
who accordingly, advised him to take over his father's position as soon as 
possible. It was doubtless through those family talks and some 
opportunities of conversation with the Dnke that Shelley may have been 
inforDCLed of Parr and his famous Spital Sermon. 
In his letter to his father, dated 6 February 1811, Shelley 
argued for deism, enumerating the names of seven progressive 
philosophers: 
Lockes Xtianity cannot now appear so surprising, particularly 
if we mention Voltaire, Lord Kames, Mr. [David] Hume, 
Rousseau, Dr. Adam Smith, Dr. LBenjamin] Franklin, et mille 
alios, all of whom were Deists, the life of all of whom was 
characterised by the strictest morality; all of whom whilst they 
lived were the subjects of panygeric [sic] , were the directors of 
literature & morality. n 
This letter was a response to his father' s advice to sever his ties with his 
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friend Hogg; for his father suspected that Hogg was recruiting his son to a 
dangerous religious sect. Here Shelley tried to persuade him to believe 
that his own religious ideas were not particularly dangerous, but the same 
as, or at least very similar to, the advanced theories of those admirable 
philosophers. Did Shelley read through all of them by himself? Its 
possibility cannot not be denied absolutely. However, it might be natural 
for us to imagine that without a guidebook, he could not have stepped alone 
into the untrodden field of religious thought especially, of the sceptical 
religious doctrines of Locke and Hume that were excluded from the ofiicial 
curriculum at Eton and Orford in those days. In his Spital Sermon, Parr 
quoted much from five of the seven people, omitting Voltake and Franklin. 
These two were, though foreigners, such distinguished characters that even 
in Britain their names were widely known as progressives. 
Among those frve philosophers, Iet me take Locke as an 
instance because Shelley mentioned him most frequently as many as ten 
times or so even in the limited number of the letters that were written by 
the end of 1811. In what way was Shelley interested in Locke? In his 
letter to Elizabeth Hitchener, dated 11 June 1811, Shelley came to the point 
of Locke's doctrine of epistemology, quoting: "Locke proves that there are no 
innate ideas "I2 This argument stated in Book I of An Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding had proved to be a formidable shock to the 
Establishment ever since its publication in 1690 because it was an 
authorized premise that God iunately gave languages and ideas to man. 
However. Locke affirmed, in common prudence, the existence of God in 
Book IV. Shelley also pointed it out in the same letter: "he [Locke] afiuns 
in a Chap . . . that there is a God."I3 
In the middle of his preacbing, Parr condemned the circles of 
the knight errant of athersm." In order to explain the tradition of atheism 
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or deism, he spent as many as fifteen pages on its notes, full of a number of 
direct citations from different philosophers . Locke appears at the end of 
the notes on "the knight errant of atheism," ( 103-4) 14 being quoted only 
twice from his Essay: once from Bk. I on the denial of innate ideas, and 
agajn from Bk. IV on the confirmation of the existence of God. These two 
topics perfectly coincide with those two to which Shelley referred in the 
above-quoted letter to Hitchener. Interestingly, when he talked about 
Locke in other letters written about this period, Shelley almost always 
limited his topics on Locke to both ･,no iunate ideas" and "the exlstence of 
God." As to Locke, he seems to have obediently followed Parr' s beaten 
track in the Spital Sermorb and taken no further steps away from it. 
In another letter to Hitchener, dated 1 1 L?] November 1811, 
Shelley refereed to a Scottish lawayer and philosopher, Henry Home, Lord 
Ifames. Shelley criticized his doctrine of love as selfishness by contrasting 
it with his own definition of love as disinterestedness: 
Ld. Kames defines love to be a particularization of the general 
passion, but this is the love of sensation of sentiment. The 
absurdest of absurd vanities; it is the love of pleasure, not the 
love of happiness. The one is a love which is self-centered 
self-devoted self-interested; it desires it's owa interest. . . . But 
Love, the Love which we worship Virtue Heaven 
disinterestedness, in a word fiiendship. . . . 15 
Although he had once praised Lord Ifames as a deist, together with Locke, 
Hume, and the others in that letter to Hitchener which I have quoted above, 
Shelley strictly criticized the same person this time and never referred to 
him later again. Shelley's random evaluation of Lord Kames leads me to 
suspect that his knowledge of him was not so much self-given systematically 
as plagiarised from someone else fragrnentanly. 
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I should like to firmly infer that in Parr' s Spital Sel7non he 
happened to meet with Lord Ifames, who identified the nature of passron 
with something like selfish love: 
Passion being accompanied desire, have a tendency to action; 
but every passion must have an object, namely that being or 
thing to which it is directed . . . and to what being or thing is a 
passion directed? Plainly to the same being or thing that 
occasioned it. The cause of a passion, therefore, and its 
objects, are the same in different respects . . . . See Elements 
of Criticism, vol. i. page 41. (48) 
There seems to be an undeniable parallelism between the sentences taken 
from Shelley' s letter and those from the Spital Sermon. Shelley skillfully 
paraphrased the purport of the passage from Lord Kames, though 
somewhat to an extreme. Furthenuore, what arouses my interest here is 
that the concept of love' s disinterestedness with which Shelley contrasted 
that of self-centered love is, to tell the truth, not Shelley's original idea, but 
Godwin's argued in Political Justice. In it especially, in Bk. IV onwards 
Godwin claimed the terms of disinterestedness and disinterested 
motives repeatedly. Eventually, his contemporary adversaries came to 
attack them as Godwinian bywords along with such other terms as 
universal benevolence, philanthropy, and the general good. 
Now it should be remembered that Parr's chief aim in his 
Spital Sermon was to refute Godwin' s doctrine of disinterestedness and 
universal philanthropy. He began his preaching with the following 
censure against it: 
Hence, that we never feel the disinterested desire of doing 
good to any man, is a tenet, which . . . did not work any 
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important change in the sentiments or habits of a people. . 
It rather becomes us to remember , that the new doctrine of 
universal philanthropy has found its way to our own country. . 
"In such a state " he IPlato] argues, "the principle of 
affection would be diluted, and as it were, where the father 
could not say, my child, nor the child, my father. . . ." (1-4) 
To demonstrate what universal philanthropy was like. Parr quoted, in his 
endnotes, several passages from Political Justice directly under such 
headlines as "Disinterestedness," "My Child " and "The General Good." 
Here "My Child" means the so-called F6nelon problem in which Godwin 
argued a utilitarian sense of justice. In case of fire, you should save 
F6nelon first before his servant even though the servant might be your 
brother or father because F6nelon is much more virtuous than your brother 
or father who might be a fool. Against this Godwinian theory of 
disinterested philanthropy, Palor answered like this: 'I answer, the words 
of the text, in which we are commanded to "do good unto all men, and 
especially unto them who are of the household of faith. . . . " ' 16 (3) 
Shelley wrote to Godwin for the first time, dated 3 January 
1812, flattering him greatly and about two weeks later, dated 16, sent him 
his third letter, in the middle ofwhich he claimed: 
I never loved my father. . . . I hav  not so far as any 
publications of mine are irreconcileable [sici with the general 
good. . . . I do not set up for a Judge of Controversies, but into 
17 whatever company I go. . . . 
There is no question about the frst and second sentences, but the third and 
fourth are enignatic; what did Shelley mean by "I do not set up for a Judge 
of Controversies, but into whatever company I go. . . ."? According to 
Godwin' s Joumal, he quickly replied to Shelley' s two earlier letters, though 
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the contents of his replies are unknown. There are, I notice, some stylistic 
nuances between Shelley's two earlier letters and this third one; in the 
former he willingly admired Godwin, while in the latter Shelley seems to 
have been coerced by him to make an oath or something similar. Perhaps, 
in his second reply to Shelley, Godwin might have told him that he had 
experienced some bitter controversies with his opponents over universal 
philanthropy, and thereupon he might have asked him by which side he 
would stand. Shelley humbly answered him in the third letter, addressing 
him as "a friend and adviser," going as far as to say "I never loved my 
father," and confessing himself to be a firm believer in the general good. 
Putting aside my conclusive interpretation of those enigrnatic 
sentences for a while, when and how did Shelley know about Political 
Justice? It is true that he ordered it on 19 November 1810 from John 
Joseph Stockdale, and that in his second letter to Godwin, dated 10 January 
1812, he told him that more than two years had passed since he read it. But 
Frederick L. Jones, the editor of The Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley, insists 
that "more than two years" is probably an exaggerationl8 because it was 
unlikely that Shelley read it until Stockdale sent him its copy; in fact, it is 
still uncertain when he got it. I agree with Jones. However, at the same 
time, I should like to believe Shelley, on the ground that he may have got 
informed of some contents of Political Justice, though in a limited way, 
through the medium of Parr' s Spital Sermon "more than two years" before 
that is, about the end of 1809, when the election of Oxford University 
chancellorship was held, as I have argued so far. His use of Godwinian 
terms seen in his letters written before his miserable return from lreland in 
April 1812 is, interestingly, as limited and stereotyped as his references to 
the only two parts of Locke's Essay : the denial of innate ideas and the 
affirrnation of the existence of God. 
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Such terms as "philanthropy " "dismterestedness " and "the 
general good" which Shelley often enunciated in some of his letters coincide 
with those which Parr, in his Spital Sermon, had already introduced as the 
core constituents of Godwinism by quoting some passages directly from 
Political Justice. Strangely, Shelley did not refer to the doctrine of 
necessity in the context of Godwin, though it was such an indispensable 
term in Political Justice that Godwin devoted to it two chapters, "Of Free 
Will and Necessity" and "Inferences from the Doctrine of Necessity." 
Coincidentally, Parr did not treat this chapter in his preaching, nor did he, 
in his endnotes, quote from it. Thus, it may not be absurd to suppose that 
it was not until his return from lreland that Shelley began his own thorough 
study of Political Justice at first hand; most of his fragmentary knowledge of 
it before his return to England had, at second hand, come from the Spital 
Sermon. Godwin' s letter to Shelley, dated 4 March 1812, may fortify my 
supposition because Godwin reprobated him for a serious lack of a good 
understanding of his Political Justice like this: "Does it not follow that you 
have read my writings very slightly?"; furthermore, he repeated the same 
meaning in another letter, dated 14 March.19 
Thus the interpretation of those enigrnatic sentences quoted 
above cannot be adequate enough until we take it into consideration that 
before he entered into correspondence with Godwin, Shelley had already 
been familiar with the Spital Sermon written by Godwin's adversary, 
Samuel Parr. He knew that like Godwin, Parr was also one of the 
progressives who were willing to ameliorate society, though there were some 
differences among them in their ways. Therefore, in the third letter to 
Godwin, Shelley refused to "set up for a Judge of Controversies" between 
Godwin and Parr, thus avoiding being partisan. His true intention was 
that as a votary of the doctrine of universal philanthropy, not of Godwin 
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himself personally, he would devote himself to establish an association of 
different people at large in which they could be united under the flag of 
philanthropy, Ieaving sorne discrepancies among them behind. Shelley 
revealed himself to be a tough, determined, and practical negotiator by 
answering Godwin: "I do not set up for a Judge of Controversies, but into 
. . " His ambition bore fruit in an lrish pamphlet, whatever company I go. . 
Proposals for an Association of Philar~thropists . It called his contemporary 
progressives to assemble together, despite their different kinds of view, so 
that they might enact Catholic Emancipation and repeal the Act of Union 
(1800).20 In this pamphlet, Parr's voice of the Spital Sermon was also 
resounding. 
Unlike Al~ Address to the lrish People (1812), whose readers 
Shelley supposed would be the lrish common people, the Proposals abourids 
in a number of references to several eminent writers, ~nong them, three 
French philosophers of Enlightenment, Rousseau. Condorcet, and Helv6tius 
are negatively introduced with their faults: 
Rousseau gave licence by his writings, to passions that only 
incapacitate and contract the human heart: so far hath he 
prepared the necks of his fellow-beings for that yoke of galling 
and dishonourable servitude, which at this moment, it bears. 
Helv6tius and Condorcet established principles, but if they 
drew conclusions, their conclusions were unsystematical, and 
devoid of the luminousness and energy of method. . . . 21 
As to Rousseau, Parr cynically pointed out the miserable result of 
experimental education proposed in Emile: 
I have seen two or three instances of aukward [sic] and 
mutilated experiments to realize the plan of education 
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proposed by M. Rousseau; and with sorrow, but not surprise, I 
have been a witness of their unhappy consequences. My 
consolation, however, was, that if the trial had been more 
correct and more complete, consistency must have been 
purchased at the expense of common discretion, and success 
itselfwould have been more pemicious than failure . ( 139) 
And immediately after this part, Parr accuses Rousseau's followers more 
strictly: 
They beguile young and superiicial readers by the witchery of 
new terms, and against their lapse from a state of 
illumination, they supply them with no other security than 
the habit of despising, and a dexterity in controverting the 
familiar language of fellow-creatures, with whom it is their 
privilege, to converse, without being understood, and to act, 
without being imitated. . . . ( 139) 
After mixing Rousseau's defects with his followers ' defects into 
a compound. Shelley concisely transferred it into his own phraseology of 
strictures both on Rousseau hirnself and on his malign influence upon 
fellow-beings or fellow-creatures. As to Helv6tius and Condorcet, Parr 
condemned them for a lack of systematic reasoning, as in the following: 
The chief faults which I observed in his [Helvetius] writings as 
compositions are, a looseness of arrangement which 
sometimes slackens the attention, and sometimes bewilders 
the judgment, of his readers. . . . (58) 
and 
I admit the justness of his DVlalthus] remark upon the resolute 
and extraordinary "adherence of Mr. Condorcet to his 
favourite principles," while he was "surrounded by so many 
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facts," which glaringly "contradicted them." (142) 22 
This time again Shelley showed his superb dexterity in making the 
paraphrased version more compact and intelligible than the original version 
without distorting its meaning. 
Here I should like to present one more persuasive evidence. 
That is a sentence which appears in the opening part of Shelley's Proposals: 
I feel a pleasure in doing good to my friend, because I Iove 
him. I do not love him for the sake of that pleasure. 23 
This statement is not Shelley's own, either; it is Hume' s, and it also came, I 
believe, through the medium of the Spital Sermon, which began with the 
refutation of Godwin' s doctrine of disinterestedness. Although he strictly 
stood against Godwin's universal philanthropy. Parr also reprobated the 
theory of selfishness which must not be conftlsed with self-love that might 
mingle and even co-operate with benevolence. In order to vindicate his 
concept of self-love which might be concordant with sympathy and be 
discordant from both disinterestedness and selfishness, Parr quoted a 
sentence from Hume in corroboration of his own discourse: 
I feel a pleasure in doing good to my friend, because I Iove 
him, but do not love him for the sake of that pleasure. Hume's 
Essay, eleventh, on the Dignity of Human Nature, page 95, 
edit. 1767 (35) 
Shelley must have plagiarised that sentence from not so much Hume' s 
Essays, Moral and Political (1741-2) directly as Parr's Spital Sermon 
indirectly because there were, as far as I have investigated, no editions of 
the Essays that were exactly printed like Shelley's Proposals. If Hume's 
Essays had been available at the writing of the Proposal in Dublm, Shelley 
would precisely have picked up not only the sentence itself, but also more 
above and below it; and besides, he would have mentioned the name of 
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Hume proudly and pedantically, as he had made clear the names of the 
three French philosophers. By adding a slight alteration to Hume's 
original which he happened to find in Parr's Spital Sermon, Shelley 
embedded it in his tract as if it were his own. 
A question may arise: that he had already read Hume's E8says 
by himself elsewhere at Eaton or Oxford well before he landed in 
Dublin in February 1812 and remembered that passage in mind; and that 
lapsus memoriae caused him to cite incorrectly. To tell the truth, this 
question itself is nonsense because Shelley could not have completed The 
Necessity ofAtheism (1811) only with the strictly limited amount of 
knowledge of Locke, Hume, and other sceptical philosophers that he could 
garnered up from Parr's Spital Sermon. It is also true that Shelley 
intensively devoted himself to studying religious issues, as he claiJned in his 
letter to his father, dated 17 February 1811, immediately before his 
publication of the Necessity in March: 
as to divinity it is a study which I have very minutely 
investigated, in order detect to my own satisfaction the 
impudent & inconsistent falsehoods of priestcraft, I am in 
consequence perfectly prepared to meet any examination on 
the subject. . . .24 
And it is doubtless again that the agnosticism and scepticism of Hume and, 
in particular, of Locke underlie the Necessity.25 However, at the same 
time, it may be dangerous to overestimate the depth and width of his own 
reading and understanding of Locke and, especially, of Hume at the period 
between his E aton and Oxford days and his lrish campaign . 
Let me take Hume as an instance. References to Hume occur 
as few as in five letters; of the five, the first four enter his name only or 
somewhat like this.26 The last one, dated 26 November 1813, at last 
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connotes Shelley' s own understanding of Hume: 
I have examined Hmne's reasonings with respect to the non-
existence of external things, and, I confess, they appear to me 
to follow from the doctrines of Locke.27 
And it was in the fourth letter, written as late as on 17 December 1812, that 
Shelley, for the hrst time, ordered Hume's Essays, Moral alid Political from 
Thomas Hookham. Thus it took him nearly one year until he could 
critically say something original about Hume; in other words, he needed 
about half a year until he could incorporate his developed reading of Hume ' s 
religious scepticism into his own "Notes" on Queen~ Mab published in May 
1813, some of which he greatly revised and enlarged from his Necessity. It 
follows from this that it may safely be assumed that his total amount of 
knowledge of Hume though not deep and wide enough before 1813 
came partly from his own limited reading and partly from his borrowing 
from Parr' s Spital Sermon, in which Hume was spaciously quoted again 
and again. 
So far have I illustrated the amount of the debt which Shelley 
seems to have owed to Parr' s Spital Sermon. When he referred to, or 
wrote about, Locke, Hume. Godwin, Rousseau, Condorcet, and Helv6tius in 
those early letters or in the PriOposals, Shelley seems to have alnrost always 
extracted the essence of each one of them from each one of their 
corresponding parts in the Spital Sermon. Every one of them in Shelley 
has his own counterpart in Parr, and the parallels between them are no 
doubt beyond the limit of natural or accidental coincidence. Shelley wrote 
and published his Proposals during the short stay in lreland (February to 
April, 1812) and unlike his Address, it required him to show off the erudition 
of politico-philosophical issues so that it might appeal to his contemporary 
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men of learning. Parr's Spital Sermon may have been one of the few 
reference books that he could take with him all the way, wandering busily 
from one place to another. After his expulsion from Oxford University in 
March 1811 onwards, he continued to travell through London, Field Place, 
Cwm Elan, Edinburgh, York, Keswick, Dublin, Nantgwillt, Lynmouth, 
Tanyrallt, and other places till the April of 1813, when he began to settle in 
London . 
And it was as late as the end of July 1812 that he began to 
receive a parcel of ordered books from Hookham. He wrote to Hookham on 
15 February 1813: "Queen Mab is finished & transcribed. I am now 
preparing the Notes which shall be long & philosophical." In preparation 
for this, he ordered afresh many a book not only from Hookham on 17 
December 1812, but also from Clio Rickman on 24 December 1812. 28 Until 
the delivery of those books, it would not be unfounded to presume that 
Parr's Spital Sermon played an indispensable role as an enchiridion or 
mini-encyclopedia for the young Shelley who was deprived of university 
education. However, it is one thing to unearth this kind of externally 
matter-of-fact evidence which he owed to it secretly; it is definitely another 
to weigh the value of the intemal impulse which he may have received from 
it, either consciously or unconsciously. Truly, the influence of the Spital 
Sermole upon him was not temporary, but enduring through the later stages 
of his life. Deeply in his mind did it occasion him to sow a seed of further 
pursuit of self-sustained reading and studying of many great writers and 
writings: some of whom or which he may already have met with in the 
Spital Sermon by chance, and others of whom or which he newly entered 
into according to his own interest. 
It was Queen Mab: A Philosophical Poem, with Notes that 
Shelley launched as a frst fruit of his self cultrvation. Interestingly, the 
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grand design of Queen Mab exactly looks like that of the Spital Sermon. 
Like Parr, Shelley added a large amount of the endnotes whose volume is 
almost equal to that of the long text of 2,289 Iines. The "Notes" contain 
numerous references to, and quotations from, for instance: Lucretius; 
Godwin's Enquirer: Refiectio!~s on Education. Manners, and Literature 
(1797) and Political Justice; Sir William Drummond's Academical Questions 
(1805); Condorcet's Esquisse d'ur~ tableau historique des progr~s de I 'esprit 
humain (1795); Spinoza's Tractus Theologico-Politicus (1670); Gibbon's 
Declil~e and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776-88); Holbach's Syst~me de la 
nature (1770); Lord Bacon's Essays; Pliny's Natural History; Sir Issac 
Newton; Hume's Essays. Moral and Political (1741-2); Locke's An Essay 
Concerning Human Understanding (1690); William Lambe's Reports on the 
Ej7;ects of a Peculiar Regimen on Scirrhous Tumours and Cancerous Uleers 
(1809); John Frank Newton's Return to Nature, or Defence of Vegetable 
Regimen (1811); Rousseau's Emile (1762) and Discours sur l'origine de 
l 'ine'galitd parmi les hommes (1755): Hesiod; the lliad; the Bible: Greek 
mythology, and others . 
We cannot but admit the difference between the young Shelley 
who had uneasily followed Parr's beaten track when he had access to Locke, 
Hume, Godwin, Rousseau, and Condorcet and the grown Shelley who now 
revealed to us how active his steps were when he re-approached those four 
philosophers. He discussed, mentioned, embedded, and quoted their 
writings with freedom as he organized his "Notes." He considerably 
expanded his readirLg scope not only of Locke, but also of Hume, whom he 
had been modestly informed of about the years 1811-12, as I have pointed it 
out so far. Besides the Essays, which he named as a reference book openly, 
he paraphrases some essential passages from other major works like 
Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, An E,1Lquiry Concerl~ing the Human 
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Understanding, and A Treatise ofHuman Nature. And he implanted them 
m some places of his "Notes." 29 As to Godwin, Shelley proved himself to 
be his ardent apostle by showing a careful perusal of his two principal 
works. Although he ostensibly dedicated this poem to Harriet his wife, 
Shelley must substantially have complimented Godwin his "friend and 
advlser" with this "Philosophical Poem with Notes." Thereby, he wished, 
in a sense, to clear himself from Godwin' s quondam reproach: "you have 
read my writings very slightly?" 30 As to Rousseau and Condorcet, whom 
he had once denounced in his Proposals, Shelley positively mentioned them 
this time. It may be true that in the context of his Proposals where the 
disastrous aftermath of the French Revolution was discussed, Shelley could 
not but give them a disapproving role, even though they were generally 
known as the writers of the Enlightenment. However, this random change 
makes me believe that Shelley had passively adopted Parr's negative 
evaluation of them, and that he now accepted them positively as the effects 
of his self-sustained study of them. The more familiar he became with 
Rousseau's writings during the rest of his life, the stronger his interest in 
Rousseau grew, till he gave him a role of the Virgil of Dante ' s Comlnedia in 
his unfinished poem, The Triumph ofLife. 31 
Here I should like to propose a corroboration which may add to 
the validity of the evidence which I have adduced so far. In his Note on 
"There is no God," Shelley paraphrased a passage from Bacon's "Of 
Superstition" in The Essays, beginnirLg with "Lord Bacon says that atheism 
leaves to man reason. . ." and ending in ". . . since he sees nothing beyond 
the boundaries of the present life " 32 Probably, in Parr' s note on "knight 
errant of athersm" (94), Shelley found this passage which Parr quoted 
precisely from the third edition (1625). The only difference between them is 
that Shelley's excerpt is one sentence longer than Parr's. Shelley may, I 
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presume, have rephrased the passage and added one sentence to it after he 
had obtained a copy of the book or taken notes of the passage somewhere. 
An objection may arise against my presumption: did Shelley and Parr 
coincide naturally because The Essays was so popular? It is true that on 
the front page of his Necessity Shelley cited a Latin sentence from Bacon as 
an epigraph. E. B. Murray, editor ofProse Works, claims, however, that he 
could not locate it in any of Bacon' s Latin writings 33 Shelley' s knowledge 
of him was not so thorough in the Queen Mab years as that of, for instance, 
Godwin or Hume, though he came to mention him frequently in his later 
prose writings. 
What definitely corroborates my presumption is the fact that 
in his Refutatio/~ of Deism: In a Dialogue (1814), he had Eusebes conclude 
his argument by juxtaposing Bacon and Epicurus along with Locke, Hume, 
and Newton : 
I have proved, that on the principles of that philosophy to 
which Epicurus, Lord Bacon, Newton. Locke, and Hume were 
addicted, the existence of God is a chimera. 34 
Ordinarily, Epicurus may not have straight relevance to atheism; Bacon 
mach less. This juxtaposition also came, I believe, from the same page 
where Parr took that passage from Bacon's defense of atheism. In his 
footnote on it, Parr suggested that when he advocated the pacific temper of 
atheism, Bacon must have thought of Epicurus in antiquity. Parr finished 
the footnote with "Epicurus was a gentleman, a philosopher, a reasoner, and 
a scholar." We may hear the echo of this complimentary phrase in a 
" Epicurus, the most humane passage from Shelley' s fragrnentary essay: . . . 
and gentle among the ancients. . . ." 35 
All in all, Shelley's "Notes" on Queen Mab mark his first 
intentional step as self-independence away from Parr's ample field. Here I 
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mean self-independence, not by the obliteration of what the predecessor told 
him, but by the successor's acquisition of intellectual powers to investigate 
its validity with self-help. He achieved the accomplishment of it. 
However, it may be also stressed that Godwin simply took the place of Parr. 
Shelley critics mostly agree that Queen Mab is, by and large, the 
versification of Godwin's ideas of improvement, human perfectibility, 
necessity, universal philanthropy, and the anarchism of church and state. 
Tbis time again, however, Shelley seems to have conducted investigations in 
depth into his new predecessor's arguments that underlay the poem. 
Without his courageous and ceaseless exertion of scepticism against what he 
gained anew, he would never have launched Alastoli; or, the Spirit of 
Solitude (1816) as a first step away from Godwin's mechanical philosophy. 
And without the knowledge of his contemporary theologian, Robert Fellowes 
(1771-1847), through the medium of Parr's Spital Sermon, the tone of 
Alastor would have been different, more or less, from what it is. Fellowes 
was a Latitudinarian and one of the founders of London University. Parr 
generously gave no less than the space of three pages to introduce several 
passages from his fiiend's principal work, A Picture of Christian Philosophy 
(1798). Here Fellowes argued for the philosophy of sympathy as a counter 
doctrine against Godwin' s general good or universal philanthropy. He also 
translated a German prose idyll of Salomon Gessner (1730-88) into an 
English verse.36 
Parr' s Spital Sermon exerted the considerable influence upon 
Shelley, directly and indirectly. Directly, it provided him with some basic 
elements ofi the agnosticism of Locke and Hume; several Godwinian key 
words; the received evaluations of Rousseau and of the French 
Enlightenment; the pacific atheism of Epicurus and Bacon; Fellowes's 
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philosophy of sympathy; and others. Indirectly, it may have motivated 
much incentive to Shelley to further study not of these writers alone, but 
also of other eminent writers, such as Plato, Lucretius, Cicero, Plutarch, 
Gibbon, and Malthus, at whom he took a glance in the Spital Sermon. 
Shelley's self-sustained pursuit of knowledge stimulated in this way 
enabled him to bring, beyond Parr's boundaries, further copious and fertile 
demesne into cultivation. And besides, what Shelley leamed from Parr was 
the importance of assuming an intellectual attitude towards his 
contemporary issues, as well as of pursuing the accumulation of knowledge. 
Though sharply opposed to Godwin, Parr was not fanatic, 
sensational nor dogmatic, but at least in his Spital sermon, rather 
conscientiously academic and intellectual as he attacked the opponent. 
Like Parr, Shelley was positively involved in his contemporary controversies 
of politics, religion, and literature by writing and publishing a number of 
prose writings whose style was acute, analytical, coherent, rational, and 
reflective as well as evocative and imaginative. All this is impartible from 
what created Shelley as a poet. "Poets are m a sense the creators and 
in another, the creations, of their age" 37 is a manifesto which he proclaimed 
in the "Preface" to Prometheus Unbound (1820). This is his belief that 
those who face their age intellectually, not sentimentally nor dogrnatically 
whether they benefit from, or struggle against, their age can be true 
poets who can contribute a new germ of life to their age by their poetical 
powers of the imagination. Looking far back, Shelley may have had his 
gratitude for the Spital Sermon, which had once aroused his juvenile 
impulse to deeply cultivate himself in his own age, though his lrish 
campaign ended in a miserable failure . Truly, his age gradually created 
Shelley the poet through the stages of Queen Mab, Alastor, and onwards. 
His poetic task was to awaken and re-create, not only the lrish people alone, 
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but all humankind internally by means of if I borrow frorn Wordsworth 
"plant[ing] , for immortality, images of sound and sight, in the celestial 
soil of the Imagination" 38 of the reader. 
NOTES 
1. Thomas De Quincey discussed Samuel Parr and Shelley, not in one but 
two different articles. His "Dr. Parr and His Contemporaries" first 
appeared in Blackwood Magazil~e (January, February, May, and June 
1831), and his "Percy Bysshe Shelley" arose as one of the series of 
"Notes" he commented to the three series of Gallery of Literary 
portraits by the Rev. George Gilfillan of Dundee. The one treats Parr, 
and the other Shelley alone; there is no comparison between them in 
either article. They both are edited in the 5th and 1lth vols., 
respectively, of The Collected Writings of Thomas De Quincey , 14 vols. 
ed. David Masson (London: A. & C . Black, 1897) under the change of 
the former's title to "Dr. Samuel Parr; or Whiggism in its Relations to 
Literature." 
2. The Life of Percy Bysshe Shelley as Comprised il~ The Life of Shelley by 
Thomas Jefferson Hogg. The Recollections of Shelley & Byron by 
Edward John Trelawny. Memoirs of Shelley by Thomas Love Peacock, 
With an Introduction by Humbert Wolfe. Fully lllustrated with 
Eighteen Pen and Ink Drawings by G. E. Chambers and Sixteen 
Photogravure Portraits and Views, 2 vols. (London & Toronto: J. M. 
Dent and Sons, 1933), II, 11. Hogg conjectured that Shelley may have 
avoided meeting Parr for his pedagogism. 
3. Warren Derry, Dr. Parr: A Portrait of the Whig Dr. Johnson (Oxford: at 
the Clarendon Press, 1966), p. vii, 144. 
4. As to Shelley, see P. M. S. Dawson, The Unacknowledged Legislator: 
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Shelley and Politics (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), pp.16-7; as to 
Parr, see DNB and Dr. Parr, pp. 223-50. 
5. Godwin' s Journal shows the short-term fiiendship between them; see 
Shelley and his Circle 1773 -1822, vols. 1-IV ed. Kenneth Neil 
Cameron, vols. V-VIII ed. Donald H. Reiman (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1961-1986), I, 11, 145, 197. 
6. This appears in his 3 rd letter to Godwin; see The Letters of Percy 
Bysshe Shelley, ed. Frederick L. Jones, 2 vols. (Oxford: at the 
Clarendon Press, 1964), I, 230. All quotations from Shelley's letters are 
hereafter based on this edition. 
7. OED explains that 'spital' is a late spelling of 'spittle,' which comes 
from 'hospital.' It defines 'spital sermon': "one of the sermons 
preached on Easter Monday and Tuesday from a special pulpit at St. 
Mary Spital outside of Bishopsgate (afterwards at St. Bride' s and 
finally at Christ Church in the City)." 
8. In the same year (1801) Godwin defended himself by publishing 
Thoughts Occasioned by the Perusal of Dr. Parr's Spital Sermon. 
Preached at Christ Church. April 15, 1800: Being a Reply to the Attacks 
of Dr. Parr. Mr. Mackintosh, the Author of an Essay on Population, 
and others. Among others, Parr was a late comer as an accuser 
against Godwin; Peter H. Marshall's William Godwin (New Haven & 
London: Yale University Press, 1984) comprehensively illustrates a 
series of accusations Godwin had suffered since the publication of 
Political Justice (pp. 211-33). See also Dr. Parr, pp. 211-19. 
9. ". . . we may say that Dr. Parr has, indeed, selected 'a subject of great 
pith and moment;' and that he has discussed it with such ingenuity, 
and enforced his remarks with such numerous combinations of 
erudition, that he excites the liveliest interest, and commands a high 
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degree of respect, even when the judgment hesitates to abandon itself 
to the swelling torrent of his eloquence' (The Monthly Review, vol. 37, 
1802, p. 249). 
10. Kemeth Neil Cameron, The Youl~g Shelley (New York: Macmillan, 
1950), p. 40. 
11. Letters, I, 51. All italics are original hereafter. 
12. Letters, I, 90. 
13. Letters, I, 91. 
14. All quotations are hereafter based on A Spital Sermon. Preached At 
Christ Church. Upon Easter Tuesday. April 15, 1800; To Which Are 
Added Notes. By Samuel Parr, L. L. D. (London, 1801). Page numbers 
are embedded in parentheses in the text. 
15. Letters, I, 173. 
16. This is taken from Gal.: vi, 10 
17. Letters, I, 230-31. 
18. Letters, I, 227, 266. 
19. Letters, I, 261, 269. 
20. Both Catholic Emancipation Act and Catholic Relief Act were in effect 
in 1829, seven years after Shelley' s death. The status of lreland (The 
Republic of lreland) was substantially acknowledged as late as in 1949. 
21. The Prose Worhs ofPercy Bysshe Shelley, vol.1 ed. E. B. Murray (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1993), p. 52. Except for special directions, all 
quotations from Shelley' s prose writings are hereafter based on this 
edition. 
22. As to Rousseau and the French Enlightenment, this was a generally 
received English opinion, which was influenced,especially by Edmund 
Burke (1729-97) and Thomas Rebert Malthus (1766-1834). 
23. Priose Works, I, 42. 
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24. Letters, I, 53. 
25. This is a general agreement among Shelley critics: see, e.g., Percy 
Vaughan, Early Shelley Pamphlets (London: Rationalist Press 
Association, 1905), pp. 17-20; Prose Works, p. 324. Along with Locke, 
Hume, and some French materialists, William Paley's Natural 
Theology: Evidences of the Existence and Attributes of the Deity, 
Collected filom Appearanees ofNature ( 1802) was, I suppose, uppermost 
in Shelley's mind at his composition of the Necessity. Paley ( 1743-
1805) was a dominant theologian not only at Cambridge but also at 
Oxford, and his Natural Theology was regarded as an authoritative 
textbook for the Established Church. Here he introduced the doctrine 
of necessity to prove the existence of God and repeated such terms as 
necessity, cause and effect, conclusion, evidence, proof, prove, etc. in 
chs. I through 3. Probably, Shelley used them as a logical weapon to 
counterattack the "Evidences of the ExLstence and Attnbutes of the 
Deity" that were induced to a dry, mechanical theology based on the 
metaphor of a watch and its designer. The following passage from 
Shelley's letter to his father quoted above n. 24 may affrrm my 
supposition: ". . . I shall perfectly coincide with the opinions of the 
learned doctors, althou [sic] by the very rules of reasoning which their 
own systems of logic teach me I cd. refute their errors" (see Letters, I, 
53). For further discussion, see Hiroshi Harata, "Shelley and The 
Necessity ofAtheism: His True Voice and its Background," Seiri Joshi 
Tauaki Daigaku Kiyo, 15 (1987), 28-39. 
26. Shelley wrote to Godwin, dated 3 June 1812, boasting of his wide 
reading of metaphysics: "I read Locke, Hume, Reid & whatever 
metaphysics came in my way. . . . " (Letters. I, 303). Interestingly, 
Thomas Reid (1710-96) appears on the 33rd page of Parr's Spital 
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Sermon, being quoted twice from his On the Active Powers of Man 
(1788), together with the entries of Godwin, Rousseau, Helvetius, and 
Hume that take place on the two pages following. Anrong Reid's 
major works, it is not certain which one Shelley read. Reid's 
consistent arguments in his writings are said to present a strong doubt 
on Hume's religious scepticism from the viewpoint of common sense. 
If Shelley had read any of them by himself, he would have noticed his 
true aim and given some comment on it in comparison with Hume's 
scepticism. Shelley'sreference to Reid is once and for all. 
27. Letters, I, 380. 
28. Letters, I, 319, 340-45, 354. 
29. As to Hume in particular, see the editor's notes in Shelley 's Prose or 
The Thumpet of a Prophecy, ed. David Lee Clark with an Introduction 
and Notes (Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, 1954), 
pp. 97-112. 
30. See above, n. 19. 
31. Condorcet does not appear in Shelley's works later than this. 
Conceming the importance of Rousseau to Shelley as well as to other 
English Romantics, see Edward Duffy's Rousseau in England: The 
Context for Shelley 's Critique of the Erdigtenment (Berkeley, Los 
Angels, London: University of California Press, 1979). Cf. Irving 
Babbitt's Rousseau and Romal~ticism (Boston and New York: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1919), which typically reflects the anti-Romantic 
spirit of the age early in this century. It is noticeable that Rousseau 
in The Triumph of Life still trails his weakness depicted in the 
Proposals . 
32. Shelley: Poetical Works, ed. Thomas Hutchinson, corrected by G. M. 
Matthews (Oxford: Oxford Uhiversity Press, 1970), p. 815. 
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34. Prose Works, r, 123. 
35. The Ist vol. of Murray' s Prose Works does not contain this essay. It is 
based on Clark' s Shelley 's Prose, p. 180. 
36. In my earlier essay, I investigated Shelley's debt both to the Picture 
and to the poem. For further details, see Hiroshi Harata, "The Role 
Robert Fellowes Plays in Shelley's Alastor" in Studies in El~glish 
Literature, English Number 1992 (The English Literary Society of 
Japan, 1992), pp. 19-37. 
37. Poetical Works, p. 206. 
38 This comes from the "Preface" to Poems (1815); see William 
Wordsworth, ed. Stephen Gill (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), 
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